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The terahertz spectra of a rare-earth iron borate with the huntite structure are obtained for the first
time. We study the low-temperature (4.0–90 K) α-polarized transmittance spectra of the EuFe3(BO3)4
single crystal in the region 0.9–6.0 THz. Pronounced shifts of phonon frequencies and appearance of
new phonon modes at the temperature T S = 58 K of the R32 → P 3121 structural phase transition are
observed. Additional shifts of phonon frequencies occur at the temperature T N = 34 K of the magnetic
ordering of the Fe subsystem, thus evidencing the spin–phonon coupling in this multiferroic material.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Rare-earth (RE) iron borates with noncentrosymmetric trigonal
structure of the natural mineral huntite constitute an interesting
family of new multiferroics. The structure of these RFe3(BO3)4
compounds incorporates the chains of edge-sharing FeO6 octahe-
dra running along the c-axis of the crystal. The chains are inter-
connected via BO3 triangles and RO6 distorted prisms. At high
temperatures, the structure of all the iron borates is described by
the R32 space group with a single D3 symmetry position for the
RE ion. For the rare earths with the ionic radius greater than that
of Eu, the R32 structure of RFe3(BO3)4 is preserved down to the
lowest measured temperatures. For the “small” rare-earth ions, RE
iron borates undergo a structural phase transition into the P 3121
phase [1–3] at the temperature T S depending on the ionic radius
of R3+ and varying from 445 K for R = Y to 88 K for R = Eu,
according to DTA and specific heat measurements on powder sam-
ples [1]. In the P 3121 structure, there are two types of nonequiva-
lent iron chains and though a single structural position for the RE
ion survives, its symmetry lowers from D3 to C2 [2]. The RE iron
borates order antiferromagnetically at T N ∼ 30–40 K [1].

The presence of two interacting magnetic subsystems (RE and
Fe ones) results in a great variety of magnetic and magneto-
electric properties of RFe3(BO3)4, depending on a particular RE
ion. This stimulates an intensive study of the RE iron borates
by different methods. Magnetic, magnetoelectric and magnetoe-
lastic, dielectric, specific heat, neutron, hard x-ray, and Raman
scattering, electron paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic resonance
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measurements, optical spectroscopy of the f – f transitions were
successfully used (see, e.g., [3–11] and references therein).

In this Letter, on the example of EuFe3(BO3)4, we show that
far infrared (FIR) spectra deliver a rich information on the phase
transitions and spin–lattice coupling in RE iron borates.

Our previous study of the optical spectra in the mid-infrared re-
gion of the Eu3+ ion in the EuFe3(BO3)4 single crystal has revealed
a first-order structural phase transition at T S = 58 K with a pro-
nounced hysteresis loop [12]. The spectra of the probe Kramers
ion Er3+ in EuFe3(BO3)4 [13] and, then, recent magnetic and EPR
measurements of pure EuFe3(BO3)4 [14] have shown that the iron
magnetic subsystem orders antiferromagnetically into the easy-
plane magnetic structure at T N = 34 K [13] (37 K [14]).

2. Experiment

The EuFe3(BO3)4 single crystal of good optical quality was
grown in the Kirensky Institute of Physics in Krasnoyarsk from
solution-melts on the basis of the Bi2Mo3O12–Li2MoO4–B2O3 flux,
as described in Ref. [15]. From an optically oriented crystal,
a 72 μm thick platelet was cut perpendicular to the c-axis.

A Fourier spectrometer Bruker IFS 125 HR with a liquid he-
lium cooled bolometer (4.2 K) as a detector and a closed helium
cycle cryostat Cryomech ST403 were used to register optical trans-
mittance spectra in the region 30–200 cm−1 (0.9–6 THz) at the
temperatures 4–90 K. Spectra were studied in the α (k ‖ c, E,H⊥c)
polarization.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 displays the α-polarized transmittance spectra of
EuFe3(BO3)4 at two temperatures, 60 K > T S and T N < 55 K < T S ,
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Fig. 1. Transmission spectra of EuFe3(BO3)4 in the terahertz range at the temper-
atures 60 K > T S and T N < 55 K < T S (upper part) and the intensity map (lower
part). Shifts of phonon frequencies and emergence of new phonon modes are seen.

Fig. 2. Transmission spectra of EuFe3(BO3)4 as intensity map in the spectral region
of the high-frequency boundary of the 90 cm−1 phonon. Solid curves are lines of
equal transmittance at different temperatures.

together with the intensity map smoothly scanned vs. temperature.
First-order structural phase transition R32 → P 3121 at T S = 58 K
manifests itself by sharp shifts of phonon frequencies and by a
sudden appearance of new vibrational modes (at 102.7, 115.2, 167,
171, 175, and 190 cm−1) of the lower symmetry P 3121 structure.
Similar modes were observed in the Raman spectra of RFe3(BO3)4
(R = Nd,Gd,Tb,Er,Y) [3]. Some more details of the frequency shift
of the 90 cm−1 phonon are visible in Fig. 2. With lowering the
temperature, this phonon mode softens at approaching T S and,
then, after a “jump” at T S hardens below T S (see also Fig. 3, balls).
Such quasi-soft mode behavior, possibly, points to a relation of
this particular mode connected with vibrations of the RE ion [3]
to ionic displacements responsible for the antiferroelectric phase
below T S [2].

A significant difference between T S = 58 K ([12,13] and this
study) observed for our single crystalline samples and T S = 88 K
[1] reported for powder samples of EuFe3(BO3)4 is, probably, due
to the presence of bismuth impurity in our samples grown from
Fig. 3. Shifts of the high-frequency boundary of the 90 cm−1 phonon in EuFe3(BO3)4

(balls) and of the 102 cm−1 “new” phonon mode appearing below the temper-
ature T S of the structural phase transition (stars), and the splitting �(T ) of the
Γ3(5 D1) crystal-field doublet of Eu3+ near 18 986 cm−1 (pentagons) as functions of
temperature.

the Bi2Mo3O12 containing flux [15] contrary to the samples of
Ref. [1] where the K2Mo3O10 flux was used. The presence of “big”
Bi3+ ions (r = 1.03 Å) enhances the effective ionic radius of the
RE ion, which leads to the lowering of the structural transition’s
temperature [1]. The estimate using the T S (r) dependence from
Ref. [1] and the measured T S = 58 K for our EuFe3(BO3)4 sam-
ples yields ∼5% for the concentration of bismuth impurity in the
samples. The latest studies have shown that this amount can be
considerably lowered by improving the growth technology [16].

Figs. 2 and 3 clearly demonstrate also another peculiarity in
the temperature dependence of the 90 cm−1 phonon frequency,
namely, at the temperature T N of the magnetic ordering. A sim-
ilar feature at T N is present in the frequency vs. temperature
curves, ω(T ), for other phonon modes, including those appearing
at the temperature T S of the structural phase transition (see, e.g.,
ω(T )–ω(T S ) plot in Fig. 3 for the “new” phonon mode at about
102.7 cm−1, stars). The observed peculiarity at T N in the ω(T ) de-
pendences points to the spin–phonon coupling. Two mechanisms
of such coupling, the static one and the dynamic one, are to be
considered. The static mechanism comes from the magnetoelas-
tic coupling in a multiferroic material. In the magnetically ordered
state, internal local magnetic fields give rise to static atomic dis-
placements (some kind of a local magnetic striction) which may
change interatomic distances and elastic constants and thus influ-
ence the phonon frequencies. The dynamic mechanism of spin–
phonon coupling originates from the phonon-induced modulation
of the Fe–O–Fe superexchange energy, which, in its turn, affects
the elastic constants and, hence, the phonon frequencies [17]. Ad-
ditional studies are necessary to estimate quantitatively contribu-
tions of these two mechanisms.

There exists, however, a direct confirmation of static atomic dis-
placements in the magnetically ordered state of EuFe3(BO3)4. Fig. 3
shows also the splitting �(T ) of the isolated Γ3(

5 D1) crystal-field
(CF) doublet of the Eu3+ ion in the high-temperature R32 phase
of EuFe3(BO3)4 vs. temperature. This splitting starts abruptly at T S

and, then, smoothly grows with further decreasing the tempera-
ture, until it begins to diminish again after showing a pronounced
peculiarity at T N . A sudden appearance of the splitting at T S

manifests the local symmetry lowering for the Eu3+ ion at the
structural phase transition. Subsequent growth of the Γ3 doublet
splitting in the interval of temperatures between T S and T N shows
unambiguously that the crystal field continues to change due
to, evidently, growing lattice distortions below T S . Such behavior
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correlates with recent discovery, by hard x-ray experiments [7], of
growing lattice distortions below T S , of even lower than P 3121
symmetry, in RFe3(BO3)4 (R = Gd,Tb,Er,Y) and with a recent ob-
servation of the intensity growth for the forced electric dipole f – f
transitions of the Tb3+ ion in TbFe3(BO3)4 below T S , showing a
peculiarity also at T N [18]. While the lattice distortions charac-
terized by the intensity of the (001) x-ray reflection get stabi-
lized below T N [7], the intensity of forced electric dipole f – f
transitions continues to grow with decreasing the temperature be-
low T N [18], evidently, due to growing static distortions of some
different symmetry stimulated by local magnetic striction. These
latter additional distortions below T N provoke changes of the static
crystal field at the Eu3+ site resulting in a diminished splitting
�(T ) of the Γ3(

5 D1) CF doublet. Note that the local magnetic field
that appears at the Eu3+ site in the magnetically ordered state of
EuFe3(BO3)4 acts in an opposite direction, i.e., enhancing the split-
ting �(T ).

4. Conclusions

In summary, we report on the first terahertz spectroscopy study
of a compound from the family of new multiferroics with general
formula RFe3(BO3)4. The temperature-dependent (4–90 K) trans-
mission spectra of the EuFe3(BO3)4 single crystal demonstrate pro-
nounced peculiarities at the temperatures T S = 58 K and T N =
34 K of the first-order structural and, respectively, magnetic order-
ing phase transitions. New phonon modes of the P 3121 structure
appear below T S , while the frequencies of the preserved phonons
suffer a sharp shift at T S . The observed peculiarities at T N in the
phonon frequencies vs. temperature curves give evidence for the
spin–phonon coupling. The mechanism of this coupling is, most
probably, connected with atomic displacements stimulated by the
internal magnetic field arising in the magnetically ordered state
below T N .
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